
home
working 
solutions



We are living and working through challenging times at the 
moment and this is requiring many of  us to work from home 
to stay safe and ensure business continuity. Some employees 
will be working from home for the first time, which means 

figuring out how to stay on task in an environment that may 
not lend itself  to productivity.

At Dams, we have plenty of  home office furniture solutions 
available to create an inspiring area to work with sleek office 

desks, comfortable seating and clever storage solutions.

UK Manufacturing
Quality assured products meeting the latest industry standards
 
Comprehensive Range
Your one-stop-shop for all your home office furniture needs
 

Nationwide Logistics
Fast delivery service direct to your customer’s doorstep

 
Experience & Expertise

Over 20 years’ experience servicing the home furniture market

Installation Service
Nationwide installation teams 5-7days

PROUD BRITISH
MANUFACTURER

20
years
20

years    
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TIKAL

Give your workspace a mid-century modern upgrade with the Tikal workstation 
with black hairpin legs, which will add both stability and style to any home 
furniture setting. Available with triple slimline rods, the hairpin legs sit at a 
reclined angle in each corner of  the desktop, complemented by matching 
hairpin feet for the wooden storage unit and chic shelf  brackets to make up the 
complete home office setup.

Tikal hairpin leg desk | 1400mm wide, 600mm deep - grey top, 
Cube storage 950mm high with 4 cubes - grey shelf, oak drawers, oak cupboard door,
Wall shelf  in grey, Desktop screen, Triton double monitor arm - black
Sway chair3



TIKAL

Desk finishes

Code Width RRP
TK610 1000 £145
TK612 1200 £150

Hairpin desk

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Code Width RRP
TK614P 1400 £200

Code Width RRP
TK614P-D 1400 £300

Code Width RRP
TK614P-C 1400 £250

Hairpin desk with support pedestal

with support pedestal & drawers with support pedestal & cupboard door

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Depth:  600
Height:  730

black hairpin 
legs

Hairpin desks

add drawers 
or a cupboard 

door

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

For desks, add desktop finish when ordering eg. TK612 with Oak top = TK612-KO
For desks with support pedestals, add desktop finish followed by insert finish when ordering 

eg. TK614P-C in Oak with cupboard door in Grey = TK614P-C-KO-OG

1400mm desk
with support 

pedestal
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TIKAL
Cube storage

Storage colours

Cubes - 2 units high

Cubes - 3 units high

Code Width Cubes RRP
TKCS2-1 440 2 £150
TKCS2-2 860 4 £200
TKCS2-3 1280 6 £250

Code Width Cubes RRP
TKCS3-1 440 3 £200
TKCS3-2 860 6 £275
TKCS3-3 1280 9 £350

Depth:  400
Height:  950

Depth:  400
Height:  1370

400 x 400mm
internal sizes

black hairpin 
legs

supplied with 
anti-tilt 

wall straps

Please add storage colour when ordering
 eg. TKCS2-1 in White = TKCS2-1-WH

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)
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TIKAL
Cube storage internals

Storage colours

Please add storage colour when ordering
 eg. CSI-CS in Grey = CSI-CS-OG

CSI-S-WHTKCS3-3-KO

CSI-CS-WH

CSI-C-WH

CSI-D-WH

Code Description RRP
CSI-C Cupboard £40

Code Description RRP
CSI-CS Cupboard & shelf £50

Doors, drawers and shelves can 
be ordered in any of the 3 wood 
finishes and can be positioned in 

any cube.

Internal fittings

black hairpin 
brackets

add any option 
to any cube

leather strap 
handles

Code Description RRP
CSI-S Shelf £20

Hairpin shelf

Code Width RRP
TKS1000 1000 £75

Depth:  210

Code Description RRP
CSI-D Drawers £110

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

330mm deep dividing shelf
Easy to fit

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

Metal box drawer surrounds
300 x 150mm internals
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SPARTA

The Sparta desk is the ideal combination between fine workmanship and 
reliable materials. The A-frame in charcoal grey is made of  highly durable steel 
for exceptional stability and support over the long haul, with ample legroom 
to keep you comfortable and move about. Together with the matching storage 
legs and shelf  brackets, the simple lines and subtle industrial style will give a 
contemporary twist to any home working space.

Sparta A-Frame desk | 1200mm wide, 600mm deep - black frame, white top,
Cube storage 950mm high with 2 cubes - white drawers, Triton single monitor arm - black,
Solus chair and Joss chair, Hubble power module - black
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SPARTA
A-frame desks

Code Width RRP
SP610 1000 £200
SP612 1200 £225
SP614 1400 £240

A-Frame desk

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Code Width RRP
SP614P 1400 £275

Code Width RRP
SP614P-D 1400 £350

Code Width RRP
SP614P-C 1400 £300

A-Frame desk with support pedestal

with support pedestal & drawers with support pedestal & cupboard door

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Desk finishes

1400mm desk
with support 

pedestal

add drawers 
or a cupboard 

door

For desks, add desktop finish when ordering eg. SP614 with Oak top = SP614-KO
For desks with support pedestals, add desktop finish followed by insert finish when ordering 

eg. SP614P-D in Oak with drawers in Grey = SP614P-D-KO-OG

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

legs in 
charcoal finish
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SPARTA
Cube storage

Cubes - 2 units high

Cubes - 3 units high

Code Width Cubes RRP
SPCS2-1 440 2 £200
SPCS2-2 860 4 £275
SPCS2-3 1280 6 £330

Code Width Cubes RRP
SPCS3-1 440 3 £250
SPCS3-2 860 6 £325
SPCS3-3 1280 9 £400

Depth:  400
Height:  950

Depth:  400
Height:  1370

Storage colours

Please add storage colour when ordering
 eg. SPCS2-1 in Grey = SPCS2-1-OG

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

400 x 400mm
internal sizes

charcoal 
A-frame legs

supplied with 
anti-tilt 

wall straps
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SPARTA
Cube storage internals

CSI-S-WH

SPCS3-3-OG

CSI-C-WH

CSI-CS-WH

CSI-D-WH

Storage colours

Wall shelf  with brackets

Code Width RRP
SPS1000 1000 £75

Depth:  210

Code Description RRP
CSI-C Cupboard £40

Code Description RRP
CSI-CS Cupboard & shelf £50

choose 
different 
finishes

Code Description RRP
CSI-S Shelf £20

Code Description RRP
CSI-D Drawers £110

Please add finish colour when ordering
 eg. CSI-S in Oak = CSI-S-KO

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

Doors, drawers and shelves can 
be ordered in any of the 3 wood 
finishes and can be positioned in 

any cube.

Internal fittings

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

330mm deep dividing shelf
Easy to fit

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

Metal box drawer surrounds
300 x 150mm internals

charcoal wall 
brackets

leather strap 
handles
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CAIRO

Like all the best designs, this Cairo desk with sleigh frame legs is clean, space-
saving, and sure to never date. Get into creative mode when you sit at the Cairo 
desk crafted from a metal frame with contemporary detailing and a streamlined 
rectangular design with rounded edges. The sleek and smooth wooden table 
top in white, grey or natural oak completes the exquisite look, making this desk 
suitable for working, studying, or browsing.

Cairo sleigh frame desk | 1400mm wide, 600mm deep - white top, 
White pedestal with drawers - oak, Box shelf  in white with oak door, Santana chair
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CAIRO
Sleigh frame desks

For desks, add desktop finish when ordering eg. CR614 with White top = CR614-WH
For desks with support pedestals, add desktop finish followed by insert finish when ordering 

eg. CR614P-D in White with drawers in Oak = CR614P-D-WH-KO

Desk colours

Code Width RRP
CR614P 1400 £320

Code Width RRP
CR614P-D 1400 £400

Code Width RRP
CR614P-C 1400 £350

Sleigh frame desk with support pedestal

with support pedestal & drawers with support pedestal & cupboard door

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Depth:  600
Height:  730

Code Width RRP
CR610 1000 £300
CR612 1200 £350
CR614 1400 £375

Sleigh frame desk

Depth:  600
Height:  730

1400mm desk
with support

pedestal

add drawers 
or a cupboard 

door

legs in ancient 
brass finish

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)
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Cubes - 2 units high

Cubes - 3 units high

Code Width Cubes RRP
CRCS2-1 440 2 £250
CRCS2-2 860 4 £325
CRCS2-3 1280 6 £380

Code Width Cubes RRP
CRCS3-1 440 3 £280
CRCS3-2 860 6 £370
CRCS3-3 1280 9 £450

Depth:  400
Height:  950

Depth:  400
Height:  1370

CAIRO
Cube storage

Storage colours

Please add storage colour when ordering
 eg. CRCS2-1 in Oak = CRCS2-1-KO

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

400 x 400mm
internal sizes

sleigh frame 
legs in ancient 

brass finish

supplied with 
anti-tilt 

wall straps
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CAIRO
Cube storage internals

CSI-S-WH

CRCS3-3-KO

CSI-C-WH

CSI-CS-WH

CSI-D-WH

create your 
own look

Code Description RRP
CSI-S Shelf £20

Code Description RRP
CSI-C Cupboard £40

Code Description RRP
CSI-CS Cupboard & shelf £50

Storage colours

Wall shelf  with brackets

Code Width RRP
CRS1000 1000 £80

Depth:  210

Code Description RRP
CSI-D Drawers £110

Please add finish colour when ordering
 eg. CRS1000 in Oak = CRS1000-KO

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

Doors, drawers and shelves can 
be ordered in any of the 3 wood 
finishes and can be positioned in 

any cube.

Internal fittings

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

330mm deep dividing shelf
Easy to fit

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

Metal box drawer surrounds
300 x 150mm internals

wall brackets 
in ancient 
brass finish

leather strap 
handles
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GIZA

The central piece of  any home workspace, your desk needs to offer you the 
ability to tackle your to-do list in style. The Giza desk with wooden legs is a piece 
of  furniture for people who place value on stylish design and functional home 
décor. It provides a large working area, making it a very practical, convenient 
and versatile workstation, and the white metal frame endows the desk, bringing 
a touch of  unique charm to your interior.

Giza wooden leg desk | 1400mm wide, 600mm deep - white top, 
Cube storage 1326mm high with 6 cubes - 2 white shelves, 2 sets of  drawers - oak, two cupboards - oak,
Suzi chair - fully upholstered, Hubble power module - white
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GIZA
Wooden leg desks

Desk colours

Code Width RRP
GZ610 1000 £550

Code Width RRP
GZ614 1400 £650

1000mm wooden leg desk

1400mm wooden leg desk

Depth:  600
Height:  750

Depth:  600
Height:  750

Code Width RRP
GZ612 1200 £600

1200mm wooden leg desk

Depth:  600
Height:  750

white metal 
underframe

three 
desk sizes

Please add desktop finish when ordering eg. GZ614 with Grey top = GZ614-OG

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

oak effect
legs
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Cubes - 2 units high

Cubes - 3 units high

Code Width Cubes RRP
GZCS2-1 440 2 £200
GZCS2-2 860 4 £275
GZCS2-3 1280 6 £330

Code Width Cubes RRP
GZCS3-1 440 3 £250
GZCS3-2 860 6 £325
GZCS3-3 1280 9 £400

Depth:  400
Height:  900

Depth:  400
Height:  1320

GIZA
Cube storage

Storage colours

Please add storage colour when ordering
 eg. GZCS3-2 in White = GZCS3-2-WH

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

400 x 400mm
internal sizes

oak wooden 
legs

supplied with 
anti-tilt 

wall straps
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GIZA
Cube storage Internals

CSI-S-WH

GZCS3-3-OG

CSI-D-KO

CSI-CS-KO

Storage colours

create your 
own look

Please add finish colour when ordering
 eg. CSI-D in White = CSI-D-WH

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

Doors, drawers and shelves can 
be ordered in any of the 3 wood 
finishes and can be positioned in 

any cube.

Internal fittings

Code Description RRP
CSI-C Cupboard £40

Code Description RRP
CSI-CS Cupboard & shelf £50

Code Description RRP
CSI-S Shelf £20

Code Description RRP
CSI-D Drawers £110

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

330mm deep dividing shelf
Easy to fit

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

Metal box drawer surrounds
300 x 150mm internals

leather strap 
handles
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UNIVERSAL
Cube storage internals

CSI-C-WH

USCS3-3-KO

CSI-S-WH

CSI-D-WH

Storage colours

mix and match 
storage and 

colour finishes

Please add finish colour when ordering
 eg. CSI-C in Grey = CSI-C-OG

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

leather strap 
handles

Doors, drawers and shelves can 
be ordered in any of the 3 wood 
finishes and can be positioned in 

any cube.

Internal fittings

Code Description RRP
CSI-C Cupboard £40

Code Description RRP
CSI-CS Cupboard & shelf £50

Code Description RRP
CSI-S Shelf £20

Code Description RRP
CSI-D Drawers £110

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

330mm deep dividing shelf
Easy to fit

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

Metal box drawer surrounds
300 x 150mm internals
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Cubes - 2 units high

Cubes - 3 units high

Code Width Cubes RRP
UCS2-1 440 2 £150
UCS2-2 860 4 £200
UCS2-3 1280 6 £250

Code Width Cubes RRP
UCS3-1 440 3 £200
UCS3-2 860 6 £260
UCS3-3 1280 9 £340

Depth:  400
Height:  875

Depth:  400
Height:  1295

UNIVERSAL
Cube storage

Storage colours

Please add storage colour when ordering
 eg. UCS3-1 in Oak = UCS3-1-KO

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

400 x 400mm
internal sizes

supplied with 
glides

supplied with 
anti-tilt 

wall straps
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TIKAL SPARTA

CAIRO GIZA
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Pedestal

Pedestal seat pad

Width:  440
Depth:  400

Width:  440
Depth:  400

Width:  440
Depth:  400

Width:  440
Depth:  400

Code Height RRP
UMP1-C 480 £130

Code Height RRP
UMP1-D 480 £200

Code Height RRP
UMP1 480 £90

Code Height RRP
UMP-SP 45 £130

Made-to-order
fabrics page 63

UNIVERSAL
Pedestals

Please add storage colour when ordering eg. UHS1 in Oak = UHS1-KO
For storage with coloured doors, add carcass finish followed by door colour 

eg. UHS2 in Oak with doors in Grey = UHS2-KO-OG

Storage colours

add a seat 
cushion

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

with drawers with cupboard door

Fit to left or right hand side
Soft close hinges

Metal box drawer surrounds
300 x 150mm internals
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UNIVERSAL
Pedestals

Code Height RRP
UHS3 1715 £425

Code Height RRP
UHS2 1715 £375

Code Height RRP
UHS1 1715 £325

Bookcase Combination unit Cupboard

Width:  860
Depth:  400

Width:  860
Depth:  400

Width:  860
Depth:  400

Please add storage colour when ordering eg. UHS1 in Oak = UHS1-KO
For storage with coloured doors, add carcass finish followed by door colour eg. UHS2 in Oak with doors in Grey = UHS2-KO-OG

Storage colours

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

UNIVERSAL
Storage

complete your 
office with tall 
storage units
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Box shelf

Code Width RRP
UHS800 800 £130

Height:  250
Depth:  440

open or with 
cupboard 

doors

Code Description RRP
UHS800-C2 2 doors £190

Code Description RRP
UHS800-C 1 door £160

Please add storage colour when ordering eg. UHS800 in Oak = UHS800-KO
For storage with coloured doors, add carcass finish followed by door colour 

eg. UHS800-C in Grey with doors in White = UHS800-C-OG-WH

Storage colours

Onyx
Grey 
(OG) 

Kendal
Oak

 (KO)
White 
(WH)

UNIVERSAL
Box shelves

supplied with 
adjustable, 

lockable wall 
brackets
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Made-to-order
fabrics page 63

Code Width RRP
EV1200 1200 £224
EV1400 1400 £247

Screens

Depth:  30
Height:  600

Not available for 1000 wide

UNIVERSAL
Desktop screen

designer screen 
with brackets

UNIVERSAL
Box shelves
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Adapt single desk | 1400mm wide, 600mm deep - black frame, walnut top,
Tegan mesh back chair, combination unit 2140mm - walnut, caddy steel storage - black

ADAPT

Sleek and stylish with clean cut lines and balanced proportions, the Adapt workstation 
is a real standout in the home office. Comprising a sturdy steel subframe which is built 
to last and desktops which take on a floating appearance, Adapt offers a clean and 
minimal look to the home with clean, functional lines and co-ordinated desktop finish 
options offer everything you need to be inspired and productive at home.
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Beech
 (B)

Oak
 (O)

Sturdy steel 
framework

ADAPT
Contemporary desks

Add frame colour followed by desktop finish when ordering 
eg. E166 with Silver frame in White/Oak = E166-S-WO

White 
(WH)

White/
Oak
(WO)

Walnut 
(W) 

Desk finishesFrame colours

Code RRP
E166 £374

Code RRP
E146 £352

Code RRP
E126 £339

1200 x 600 rectangular desks

1600 x 600 rectangular desks

1400 x 600 rectangular desks

Width:  1600
Depth:  600
Height:  725

Width:  1400
Depth:  600
Height:  725

Width:  1200
Depth:  600
Height:  725

Scalloped 
cutouts in the 

desktops

Silver 
(S)

Black 
(K)

White 
(WH)
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Elev82 Mono single desk | 1200mm wide, 800mm deep - white frame white top with oak edge, 
Solus operator chair, Duo cupboard 1090 high - white/oak, tall slimline mobile pedestal - oak 

ELEV82

Creating a special place at home where people can work, study, think, or just stay on top 
of  paperwork is important for everyone, and we can help get you set up with our Elev8² 
Mono height adjustable desks with a single motor that provide affordable features and 
durable design to transform the home office with healthy flexibility and mass appeal, 
dramatically improving health, well-being and energy levels of  home workers.
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Add frame colour followed by desktop finish when ordering 
eg. EVM-1600 with Silver frame in Beech = EVM-1600-S-B

Beech
 (B)

ELEV82 MONO
Sit-Stand desks

Code RRP
EVM-1200 £776

Code RRP
EVM-1600 £817

Code RRP
EVM-1400 £796

1200 x 800 rectangular desks

1600 x 800 rectangular desks

1175mm

675mm

1400 x 800 rectangular desks

44db

White 
(WH)

White/
Oak
(WO)

Oak
 (O)

Walnut 
(W) 

Silver 
(S)

White 
(WH)

Desk finishesFrame colours

Width:  1200
Depth:  800
Height:  675-1175

Width:  1600
Depth:  800
Height:  675-1175

Width:  1400
Depth:  800
Height:  675-1175
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M25 cantilever leg desk | 1200mm wide, 800mm deep - silver frame, white top with 3 drawer fixed pedestal, 
Sway operator chair, tambour cupboard 1090mm - white carcass

MAESTRO 25

We are living and working through challenging times at the moment and this is 
requiring many of  us to work from home to stay safe and ensure business continuity. 
Our Maestro 25 cantilever leg frame desks ensure easy movement and space under the 
desk, and with a wide choice of  desktop finishes and black, silver or white leg frames, it’s 
easy to achieve the right home office look to fit in with the existing home decor.
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Beech
 (B)

Oak
 (O)

Frames 
available in 
black, silver

 & white

Code Width RRP
MC610 1000 £230
MC612 1200 £236
MC614 1400 £246
MC616 1600 £258

Code Width RRP
MC10 1000 £252
MC12 1200 £259
MC14 1400 £268
MC16 1600 £277

Code Width RRP
MC612P2 1200 £336
MC614P2 1400 £346
MC616P2 1600 £358

Code Width RRP
MC12P3 1200 £391
MC14P3 1400 £403
MC16P3 1600 £411

800 deep rectangular desks

600 deep desks with fixed pedestals

800 deep desks with fixed pedestals

MAESTRO 25

600 deep rectangular desks

Cantilever desks

Fully welded 
for added 
strength

Add frame colour followed by desktop finish when ordering 
eg. MC16P3 with White frame in Oak = MC16P3WHO

White 
(WH)

Walnut 
(W) 

Silver 
(S)

Black 
(K)

White 
(WH)

Desk finishesFrame colours

Depth:  600
Height:  725

Depth:  800
Height:  725

Depth:  600
Height:  725

Depth:  800
Height:  725
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M25 H-Frame desk | 1000mm wide, 600mm deep - black frame, oak top, 
Santana 4 leg mobile chair, desk high pedestal - oak with black handles, bookcase 1790mm - oak, 
Triton double monitor arm - black

MAESTRO 25

Create a home office space that works for you with a contemporary H-frame desk that 
would make a neat workspace addition in the bedroom, home office or living area. 
The Maestro 25 desks with a fully welded H-frame leg design ensures a strong and 
stable workstation finished in black, silver or white to complement the 25mm melamine 
desktops in a selection of  wood finishes that resist scratches, stains and burns. 
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Beech
 (B)

Oak
 (O)

Sturdy goal 
post legs for 

stability

MAESTRO 25
H-Frame

Add frame colour followed by desktop finish when ordering 
eg. MH16P3 with Silver frame in White = MH16P3SWH

Walnut 
(W) 

Silver 
(S)

Black 
(K)

White 
(WH)

Desk finishesFrame colours

600mm and 
800mm deep 

desks

White 
(WH)

Code Width RRP
MH610 1000 £179
MH612 1200 £189
MH614 1400 £201
MH616 1600 £209

600 deep rectangular desks

Depth:  600
Height:  725

Code Width RRP
MH10 1000 £199
MH12 1200 £209
MH14 1400 £221
MH16 1600 £229

800 deep rectangular desks

Depth:  800
Height:  725

Code Width RRP
MH612P2 1200 £289
MH614P2 1400 £301
MH616P2 1600 £309

600 deep desks with fixed pedestals

Depth:  600
Height:  725

Code Width RRP
MH12P3 1200 £346
MH14P3 1400 £358
MH16P3 1600 £366

800 deep desks with fixed pedestals

Depth:  800
Height:  725
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M25 cable managed single desk | 1200mm wide, 600mm deep - black frame, beech top, fixed pedestal with black handles,
Senza mesh chair, Luna single monitor arm - black

MAESTRO 25

Create a functional, minimal workspace in the home with the help of  this cable 
managed desk with plenty of  options for efficient cable organisation. Our Maestro 25 
cable managed desks are designed to fit a variety of  home office environments, offering 
an effective and affordable solution to cable control and with 25mm desktops that 
ensure the strength and stability needed in commercial-home furniture. 
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Beech
 (B)

Oak
 (O)

MAESTRO 25
Cable managed desks

Add frame colour followed by desktop finish when ordering 
eg. MCM16P3 with Silver frame in White = MCM16P3SWH

Walnut 
(W) 

Silver 
(S)

Black 
(K)

White 
(WH)

Desk finishesFrame colours

Available with 
and without 

fixed pedestals 

Removable 
cover to tidy & 
conceal cables

White 
(WH)

Code Width RRP
MCM610 1000 £288
MCM612 1200 £302
MCM614 1400 £314
MCM616 1600 £329

600 deep rectangular desks

Depth:  600
Height:  725

Code Width RRP
MCM10 1000 £327
MCM12 1200 £335
MCM14 1400 £343
MCM16 1600 £364

800 deep rectangular desks

Depth:  800
Height:  725

Code Width RRP
MCM612P2 1200 £402
MCM614P2 1400 £414
MCM616P2 1600 £429

600 deep desks with fixed pedestals

Depth:  600
Height:  725

Code Width RRP
MCM12P3 1200 £435
MCM14P3 1400 £443
MCM16P3 1600 £464

800 deep desks with fixed pedestals

Depth:  800
Height:  725
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STORAGE

Offering versatile and practical storage solutions, our wooden and steel storage ranges 
range will keep your home office organised and looking neat and tidy. With clean cut 
lines and minimal modern styling. Consisting of  a wide range of  economy and deluxe 
pedestals, bookcases, cupboards, combination cupboards, tambour units and more.
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Beech
 (B)

Oak
 (O)

Please add storage colour when ordering
 eg. R3M in White = R3MWH

Walnut 
(W) 

Storage colours

for
R2M &
R3M

Code Description RRP
PED-PD Seat pad £155

Mobile pedestal - 50mm seat pad kit

Code Description RRP
TNMP 300mm wide £317
TMP 426mm wide £328

Code Description RRP
R2M 2 drawer £222
R3M 3 drawer £222

Code Description RRP
R25DH6 600mm deep £317
R25DH8 800mm deep £346

Tall mobile pedestals

Mobile pedestals

Desk end pedestals

WOODEN STORAGE
Pedestals

White 
(WH)

Depth:  600
Height:  630

Width: 426
Depth:  600
Height:  567

Width:  426
Height:  725

Width:  426
Depth: 500
Height:  50

Made-to-order
fabrics page 63
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White/
Beech

 (B)

White/
Oak
 (O)

White/
Walnut 

(W) 

Code Description RRP
CH-K Black £11
CH-S Silver £11
CH-WH White £11

Optional handles

soft close
drawers

metal 
surrounds

filing
drawers

Code Description RRP
DMP2D 2 drawer £250

Code Description RRP
DMP3D 3 drawer £250

Code Description RRP
P83D 800mm deep £350

Code Description RRP
P63D 600mm deep £325

Two drawer mobile pedestal

Three drawer mobile pedestal

Three drawer desk high pedestal

Three drawer desk high pedestal

WOODEN STORAGE
Duo pedestals

Storage colours

White/
White 
(WH)

Width:  426
Depth:  600
Height:  609

Width:  426
Depth:  600
Height:  609

Width:  426
Depth:  600
Height:  725

Width:  426
Depth:  800
Height:  725

Pictured with no handles, silver, white and black handles. Handles to be ordered seperately39



 wood doors & 
open tops

wood & glass 
doors

Code Height Shelves RRP
R740DD 740 1 £257
R1090DD 1090 2 £287
R1440DD 1440 3 £366
R1790DD 1790 4 £475
R2140DD 2140 5 £514

Code Height Shelves RRP
R1440OPD 1440 3 £335
R1790OPD 1790 4 £410
R2140OPD 2140 5 £459

Code Height Shelves RRP
R1440COMD 1440 3 £475
R1790COMD 1790 4 £563
R2140COMD 2140 5 £614

Cupboards

Universal combination units

Combination units

WOODEN STORAGE
Duo secondary

Storage colours

White/
Beech

 (B)

White/
Oak
 (O)

White/
Walnut 

(W) 

White/
White 
(WH)

lockable doors 
& adjustable 

shelves

Width:  800
Depth:  470

Width:  800
Depth:  470

Width:  800
Depth:  470
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Beech
 (B)

Oak
 (O)

lockable
doors

adjustable
shelves

Storage colours

Walnut 
(W) 

Code Height Shelves RRP
R740D 740 1 £257
R1090D 1090 2 £287
R1440D 1440 3 £366
R1790D 1790 4 £475
R2140D 2140 5 £514

Code Height Shelves RRP
R740 740 1 £171
R1090 1090 2 £191
R1440 1440 3 £257
R1790 1790 4 £335
R2140 2140 5 £365

Cupboards

Bookcases

WOODEN STORAGE
Secondary

White 
(WH)

Width:  800
Depth:  470

Width:  800
Depth:  470
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Beech
 (B)

Oak
 (O)

single door 
tambour

glass tops

 open tops

Storage colours

Walnut 
(W) 

Code Height Shelves RRP
R1440OP 1440 3 £335
R1790OP 1790 4 £410
R2140OP 2140 5 £459

Code Height Shelves RRP
R1090TC* 1090 2 £500
R2140TC* 2140 5 £700

Code Height Shelves RRP
R1440COM 1440 3 £475
R1790COM 1790 4 £563
R2140COM 2140 5 £614

Combination units

Tambour units

Combination units

WOODEN STORAGE
Secondary

White 
(WH)

Width:  800
Depth:  470

Width:  800
Depth:  470

Width:  800
Depth:  470

*Beech, Oak and White only with silver doors
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A4 & foolscap

5th castor for 
anti-tilt

optional 
seat pad

with
pen tray

MMPW-WH with BPED-PD

MMPW-K

MP3-S

MPN3-WH

Code Width RRP
MMPW 420 £309

Code Width RRP
MPN3 300 £243

Code Width RRP
MP3 391 £260

Three drawer mobile pedestals 

Three drawer narrow mobile pedestals 

Three drawer mobile pedestals 

Code Height RRP
BPED-PD 50 £155

Optional seat pad

White 
(WH)

Black
 (K)

Silver 
(S) Finish

colours

STEEL STORAGE

Depth:  565
Height:  567

Width:  420
Depth:  565

Depth:  545
Height:  565

Depth:  545
Height:  565

Made-to-order
fabrics page 63
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Suspension

Filing
Anti-Tilt Locking Drawer

Capacity
100% 

Extension

35
KG

Drawer
Capacity

40
KG

Supplied 
with shelves

Takes
Internals

80% 
Extension

 
Suspension

Filing
Anti-Tilt Locking Drawer

Capacity
100% 

Extension

35
KG

Drawer
Capacity

40
KG

Supplied 
with shelves

Takes
Internals

80% 
Extension

under desk 
storage 
solution

Grey 
(G)

Grey 
(G)

Black
 (K)

Black
 (K)

Blue
(BL) 

Blue
(BL) CAD800LH-WH with BCAD-PD

Made-to-Order

Made-to-OrderStocked

Stocked

BPFA3K

Grey/
Blue 
(B)

Grey/
Red 
(R)

Black
 (K)

Grey
(G) 

B15MDRB10MDGB5MDBL

BPFA2B

Code Description RRP
CAD800LH Left hand £948
CAD800RH Right hand £948

Code Height RRP MTO
B5MD 325 £134 £140
B10MD 590 £226 £242
B15MD 860 £323 £331

Caddy desk storage  

Multi-drawers

Code Height RRP
BCAD-PD 50 £155

Optional seat pad

Code Description RRP
BPFA2 2 drawer £165
BPFA3 3 drawer £195

A4 filers

individual 
labels

locking 80% extension

Finish
colours

STEEL STORAGE

Red 
(R)

Red 
(R)

White 
(WH)

Silver 
(S) 

Silver 
(S) 

Width:  413
Depth:  400
Height: 672

Width:  279
Depth:  380

Width:  800
Depth:  440
Height:  567

Width:  420
Depth:  440

Made-to-order
fabrics page 63

White 
(WH)
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ACCESSORIES

While technology allows us to stay connected, we also understand that providing 
you with the right furniture accessories to make working from home easy 
and safe is equally as important, and we have plenty of  home office furniture 
solutions available to create an inspiring area to work with space saving monitor 
arms, desk converters which allow you to sit and stand throughout the day, plus 
power units to keep the work area tidy and uncluttered.
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quick release
VESA 
plate

built-in
USB

connections

Each arm Each arm

10
kg 17ʺ- 30ʺ

LSMARM-S

TGDMARM-K

LDMARM-K

e.g. TGDMARM in Black  =  TGDMARM-K

12
kg 17ʺ- 32ʺ

Each arm Each armTGSMARM-WH

Silver Coffee CreamGrey Goose
Grey

White 
(WH)

Black
 (K)

Silver 
(S) 

MONITOR ARMS
Monitor arms provide smooth and effortless 

adjustments which can be tailored to the user’s exact 
needs, allowing them to sit more comfortably at their 
home office desk whilst reducing lower neck pain, eye, 

and back strain due to incorrect monitor positions.

Finish
colours

Code Description RRP
LSMARM Single £68
LDMARM Double £114

Code Description RRP
TGSMARM Single £150
TGDMARM Double £215

Luna monitor arms

Triton gas lift monitor arms
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POWER MODULES
Hubble & Chroma
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UK fused 
socket x2

UK fused UK TUF R A+C RJ45

HDMIHDMI RJ45Audio/Visual Audio USB

twin USB RJ45

80
mm

65
mm

50
mm

USB fast charge 
(A&C connectors)

UK fused UK TUF R A+C RJ45

HDMIHDMI RJ45Audio/Visual Audio USB

twin USB RJ45

80
mm

65
mm

50
mm

CRM-1-WH

UK fused 
socket x 2

UK fused UK TUF R A+C RJ45

HDMIHDMI RJ45Audio/Visual Audio USB

twin USB RJ45

80
mm

65
mm

50
mm

USB fast charge 
(A&C connectors)

UK fused UK TUF R A+C RJ45

HDMIHDMI RJ45Audio/Visual Audio USB

twin USB RJ45

80
mm

65
mm

50
mmHBL-3-K

Black
 (K)

White 
(WH)

POWER MODULES
The clip-on Hubble and Chroma power modules 

have moulded front and rear decorative frames with 
circular socket apertures that create an original, 

distinctive and compact design. perfectly matched to 
contemporary home office furniture.

Finish
colours

circular socket
apertures

clamps
to desk

Code RRP
HBL-3 £232

Code RRP
CRM-1 £181

Hubble power module

Chroma power module

Power leads to be ordered separately
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SORA
Desk converter

49



120-505mm 
Height range15

kg

Black
 (K)

DESK CONVERTER
Convert an existing desk to a standing desk with our 
desk converter which offers an easy transition from 

a comfortable sitting position to a standing one. The 
monitor riser allows simple and smooth adjustments 

thanks to the gas spring lift which allows for any height 
setting within the range, with a separate keyboard tray.

Finish
colour

easy to use
no power 
required

height
adjustable

Width  880
Depth  385
Height  120-505

Code RRP
SHAW-K £310

Sora desk converter
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WORKSTATIONS

Ensure the space you dedicate for your home office has everything you need to 
function optimally during your working day. If  you need a space big enough 
for a printer and a laptop, make sure the desk you buy is sufficient enough to 
house both comfortably so that you are not cramped whilst working. There 
are many workstation options available these days for use in open or in limited 
spaces, to ensure your space looks and feels as professional as possible and keep 
it organised and tidy.
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WORKSTATIONS

53-54 Kyoto

61-62 Gondar

71-72 Luxor 73-74 Fuji

63-64 Bagan 65-66 Ellora 67-68 Delphi

69-70 Amazonia

55-56 Coba 57-58 Sidon 59-60 Pella
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KYOTO
Home workstation
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powder 
coated metal 

frame

upstand 
on back of  

desktop

KYOTO
Home workstation

Code Width RRP
KYOWS-K 800 £100

Workstation

Depth:  495
Height:  860

desktop height
760mm

Workstation colours

Just because space may short in the home for a dedicated workspace, that doesn’t mean 
you can’t create a fab inspiring home office. Choose a fun Scandinavian vibe with our 

modern Kyoto workstation with black frame and Summer Oak worktop and upstand to 
create a calming, contemporary style. This home office desk makes a quirky, stand-out 

piece and all you’ll need to do is pull a chair so you’re ready to tackle a day’s work.

Summer
Oak
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COBA
Home workstation
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COBA
Home workstation

Code Width RRP
COBWS-K 1200 £175

Workstation

Depth:  480
Height:  760

pull out
drawers

Workstation colours

Country
Oak

additional 
shelf  storage 

space

extra wide 
desktop
space

Ensure the space you dedicate to home working has everything you need to function 
optimally during your working day. With 2 pull out drawers and a shelf, this Coba desk is 
an organisers dream as there’s a place for everything, together with plenty of  space on the 
desktop for your laptop and paperwork. And when it’s time to call it a day and shut down 

your laptop, you still have a charming desk that will decorate your space beautifully.
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SIDON
Home workstation
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SIDON
Home workstation

Code Width RRP
SIDWS-WH 1200 £175

Workstation

Depth:  600
Height:  760

pull out
drawer

supplied with 
wall brackets if  

required

extra wide 
desktop area

Working from home isn’t a trend anymore; it’s the new normal now for many people, so 
why not give your home office some calm, contemporary vibes with the Sidon workstation 
in contemporary white and oak. Whether you’re working from home for the day or simply 
doing a bit of  paperwork, Sidon gives you that convenient space to work effectively and its 

good looks will help you create your very own home office haven.

Workstation colours

White English
Oak
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PELLA
Home workstation

59



contemporary 
workman style 

home office desk

extra wide 
desktop area

PELLA
Home workstation

Code Width RRP
PELWS-WH 1200 £185

Workstation

Depth:  600
Height:  760

trestle legs with 
shelf  storage

Without an organised workspace, the home working environment can quickly become 
disorganised and stressful. The Pella home office workstation is light, bright and open, 
with trestle desk legs which are a great addition to any modern office. It works in any 

space, allowing users to store folders and files in the built-in frame shelves, while the desk 
area is big enough for your day-to-day activities with easy access for cables and sockets.

Workstation colours

Windsor
Oak
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GONDAR
Home workstation
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GONDAR
Home workstation

Code Width RRP
GONWS-WH 1200 £195

Workstation

Depth:  1000
Height:  760

Ergonomic 
desktop style

white
industrial

frame

integrated
shelving in 

corner section

Creating a home office or a workspace will be the best way to develop a healthy work from 
home routine, and our Gondar workstation taps into industrial styling with an oak-effect 

finish and white metal frame. This office desk has an ergonomic desktop for workers 
who like a bit more space for computer and paperwork, with 2 shelves that make this 

workstation the perfect choice for those who like things neat and orderly.

Workstation colours

Summer
Oak
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BAGAN
Home workstation
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BAGAN
Home workstation

Code Width RRP
BAGWS 1000 £225

Workstation

Depth:  600
Height:  900

desktop height
730mm

Workstation colours

White Kendal
Oak

white panel 
ends with 

adjustable feet

complete with 
writing tablet 

& storage areas 

With its simple and timeless design, this Bagan desk will blend into any home interior. The 
shelf  provides ample storage space for all your paperwork and paraphernalia, coupled 

with a clever design that keeps messy cables out of  sight. This home office computer desk 
has sturdy panel ends and modesty panel to keep it stable and to support your computer 

and other office or work supplies, making it a wonderful choice for the home.
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ELLORA
Home workstation
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ELLORA
Home workstation

Code Width RRP
ELLWS-K 1200 £230

Workstation

Depth:  600
Height:  1135

desktop height
760mm

supplied with 
wall brackets if  

required

magnetic 
hutch unit 
for notices

Setting up a home office requires a significant change if  you’re used to working in a 
formal office setting, but our no-nonsense Ellora workstation gives you the perfect place to 
get down to business. The black frame and desk is complemented by the grey hutch that 

provides handy shelving for your phone, files, stationery and calendar, allowing you to say 
goodbye to clutter and maintain order and organisation in your home office.

Workstation colours

Grey
Oak

Black
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DELPHI
Home workstation
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integrated 
modesty

panel

industrial 
chic for 

the home

DELPHI
Home workstation

Code Width RRP
DELWS-K 1360 £250

Workstation

Depth:  600
Height:  760

integrated pedestal 
with drawer & 

cupboard

If  you find yourself  working from home, then it’s imperative that you have an area within 
your home dedicated to this activity, and you can set the stage for studying or working 

with the stunning Delphi workstation with integrated storage pedestal. Its concrete grey 
finish combined with a grey oak top and black frame offers luxe appeal. This is one for the 

trend-setters and style-conscious home workers!

Workstation colours

Concrete
grey

Weathered
grey
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AMAZONIA
Home workstation
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stylish chrome 
handles

inset panel 
end leg 
design

AMAZONIA
Home workstation

Code Width RRP
AMAWS 1200 £270

Workstation

Depth:  600
Height:  760

integrated 
cupboard and 
drawer unit

Creating a special place at home where people can work, study, think, do homework or 
just stay on top of  paperwork is important for everyone, from the budding entrepreneur 

to the full time student. Our Amazonia stand-alone workstation adds a professional touch 
to any home office setup and makes a stylish design statement, so you can keep all your 

important documents and stationery close to hand and manage your empire from home.

Workstation colour

Natural
Oak
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LUXOR
Home workstation
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LUXOR
Home workstation

Code Width RRP
LUXWS-KW 1100 £270

Workstation

Depth:  590
Height:  780

full length drawer 
on metal runners

40mm thick
desktop & legs

curved top 
edge profile

Your desk will be your primary work area when working from home, but that doesn’t 
mean that home offices need be drab. Sleek with clean lines, the Luxor workstation is 

thoroughly modern in white high gloss combined with curvaceous edges and a panel end 
leg design, this desk offers a bright, light and fresh look for your home. The integrated full 

length drawer on metal runners provides ample storage for any home worker.

Workstation colours

White
Gloss
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FUJI
Home workstation
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Smart flat-fold 
structure

Available in 3 
desk widths

FUJI
Home workstation

Code Width RRP
FDK608SB 800 £400
FDK610SB 1000 £410
FDK612SB 1200 £435

Workstation

Depth:  600
Height:  740

Easy to assemble 
with no tools

Workstation colours

If  you’re working from home with limited space, then the Fuji folding desk may be the 
perfect choice for your home office, bedroom, den or study room. The compact design has 
a beech top with metal legs, and the flat-fold mechanism makes it easy to store out of  the 
way when not in use and just as fast to assemble when you need to get on with your work 

again. It’s your all in one solution for everyday home working needs.

Beech
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SEATING

Bringing you more choice than ever before, our seating collection
includes entry level, mid-range and premium products, with
consistent design values and production quality. The range includes fabric 
and mesh back operator chairs, stylish 4 legged seating and contemporary soft 
seating. Match any home office decor with a choice of  made to order seating 
options available in a variety of  fabrics.
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SEATING

75 Tegan

79 Bari

83 Vantage

87 Riff 88 Beat

84 Santana 85 Chord 86 Tempo

80 Strut 81 Tuba 82 Joss

76 Senza 77 Solus 78 Sway
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TEGAN
Tegan is an ergonomic and sophisticated seating 

solution that provides exceptional comfort throughout 
the working day, offering a breathable mesh or fully 
upholstered back option with an infinite variety of  

fabrics to suit every design direction.

 Overall height 1005-1130 
Overall width 680
Overall depth 590
Seat height 480-605
Seat width 480
Seat depth 475
Back height 525
Back width 470

Features
Gas lift adjustment
Back rake adjustment
Back height adjustment
Back lockable in any position
Adjustable lumbar (Mesh back only)
Weight capacity 130kg

Code Description RRP
TGF10-000 No arms £220
TGF11-000 2D arms £270
TGF12-000 3D arms £290

Fabric back

Made-to-order
fabrics page 63

Code Description RRP
TGM10-000 No arms £270
TGM11-000 2D arms £320
TGM12-000 3D arms £340

Mesh back

TGM12-000-PAT06

TGF12-000-PAT12
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Features
Gas lift adjustment
Back rake adjustment
Back height adjustment
Back lockable in any position
Adjustable lumbar (Mesh back only)
Weight capacity 130kg

Features
Gas lift adjustment
Back rake adjustment
Back height ratchet adjustment
Independent seat tilt adjustment
Weight capacity 115kg

 Overall height 950-1080 
Overall width 680
Overall depth 650
Seat height 470-600
Seat width 520
Seat depth 500
Back height 590
Back width 480

SENZA MESH
Comfort, reliability and affordability are the key 
attributes of  the Senza operators chair with its 

curvaceous profile, ergonomic features, and breathable 
mesh back, this operators chair easily provides the 

comfort needed for working at home.

Made-to-order
fabrics page 63

Code Description RRP
SM43-000 Fixed  arms £339

Code Description RRP
SM44-000 Adjustable arms £365

Mesh back fixed arms

Mesh back adjustable arms

SM43-000-PAT40

SM44-000-PAT21
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SOLUS
The unique, robust designer back and elegant 

curves of  the Solus chair will compliment any home 
environment, with a simplistic tilt mechanism provides 
exceptional customised support and comfort without 

the need for manual adjustment.

 Overall height  810-900
Overall width 630
Overall depth  590
Seat height 420-510
Seat width 465
Seat depth 460
Back height 445
Back width 610

Features
Gas lift adjustment
Tilt rocker
Weight capacity 110kg

Made-to-order
fabrics page 63

Code Description RRP
SLS305-K-DG Black base £334
SLS305-C-DG Chrome base £375

Code Description RRP
SLS305-K-K Black base £334
SLS305-C-K Chrome base £375

Light grey shell

Black shell

SLS305-K-DG-PAT03

SLS305-C-K-PAT12
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Code Description RRP
SWY300K2-G 3D adjustable arms £350

Mesh back

SWAY
The ergonomically designed Sway chair is all about 

encouraging movement, with a unique dynamic 
mechanism that allows for side-to-side movement, 

which helps users with twisting into unnatural 
positions to grab something that is just out of  reach.

 Overall height  1045-1125
Overall width 690
Overall depth 600
Seat height 460-540
Seat width 500
Seat depth 500
Back height 675
Back width 435

Features
Gas lift adjustment
Standard tilt lock
Weight tension control
Adjustable 3D arms
Weight capacity 115kg

Black
seat

Mesh
back

Stocked
fabrics
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BARI
The Bari executive chair is perfect for adding a touch 
of  style to your home office. The contemporary black 

ribbed faux leather faced design is available with a high 
back and medium back and will add some much needed 

comfort when working for long periods.

 Overall height  620-720*
Overall width 540
Overall depth 770
Seat height 430-530
Seat width 495
Seat depth 500
Back height  460*
Back width 470

* high back adds 200mm

Features
Gas lift adjustment
Weight tension control
Standard tilt lock
Weight capacity 120kg

Code Description RRP
BARI200T1 Medium back £269

Code Description RRP
BARI300T1 High back £350

Medium back

High back

Black faux
leather

Stocked
fabrics
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Black
 (K)

Grey
(GR)

Lime
 (LG)

Mustard 
(WH)eg. STR504W in lime green = STR504W-LG

STR503K-WH

STRUT
A simple design with a chic edge, the Strut family 

of  seating has a solution for a variety of  home 
environments. Black and oak 4 leg base options make 
Strut the perfect, customisable choice as these stools 

are both easy on the eye and easy on the body.

Navy
 (NB)

Plum 
(PL)

Red
 (RE)

Turquoise 
(TQ)

White 
(WH)

STR504W-LG

Stocked
colours

Code Description RRP
STR503K Black oak frame £191

Code Description RRP
STR504W Natural oak frame £191

Black 4 leg base

Wooden 4 leg base

 Overall height  850
Overall width 450
Overall depth 510
Seat height 450
Seat width 440
Seat depth 380
Back height 400
Back width  380

BARI
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TUBA
Tuba is handsomely upholstered cantilever frame or 

4 leg room chair that looks as luxurious as it feels. 
The fully upholstered seat is available with a full back 
or a half  back, Tuba will bring the perfect blend of  

comfort and style to any home.

Code Description RRP
TUB100C1-K Half upholstered back £267
TUB200C1-K Fully upholstered back £305

Code Description RRP
TUB104C1-K Half upholstered back £267
TUB204C1-K Fully upholstered back £305

Black cantilever frame

Black 4 leg frame

 Overall height  930    (Half back    845)
Overall width 640
Overall depth  500
Seat height 470
Seat width 420
Seat depth 460
Back height 550
Back width 440

Made-to-order
fabrics page 63

TUB200C1-K-PAT21

TUB104C1-K-PAT06
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JOSS
An exciting fusion of  stylish design, sculpted contours 

and considered proportions, Joss comfortable fully 
upholstered chair that is incredibly versatile and 

embodies luxury and elegance, and will not look out 
of  place in any home environment.

 Overall height  810
Overall width 630
Overall depth 620
Seat height  450
Seat width 470
Seat depth  470
Back height  420
Back width 520

TUBA

Code Description RRP
JOS03 Pyramid oak legs £950

Code Description RRP
JOS03-K Pyramid black legs £950

Oak pyramid base

Black pyramid base

Made-to-order
fabrics page 63

JOS03-PAT02

JOS03-K-PAT40
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VANTAGE
The Vantage fabric chairs are comfortable and 

affordable, no-nonsense, task chair which is a highly 
versatile and suitable for a wide range of  different tasks 

and applications. The contoured seat, back and seat 
adjustment features increase sitting ease for long periods.

*V200 is available in Black and Blue onlyStocked
fabrics

Code Description RRP
V100-00 No arms £129
V101-00 Fixed arms £158
V102-00 Adjustable arms £178

Code Description RRP
V200-00 No arms £150
V201-00 Fixed arms £174
V202-00 Adjustable arms £191

Vantage 100 - 2 lever

Vantage 200 - 3 lever

 Overall height  895-1005
Overall width 480
Overall depth  605
Seat height 460-570
Seat width 480
Seat depth 445
Back height 530
Back width 450

*Black
 (K)

*Blue 
(B)

Charcoal
 (C)

Burgundy 
(BU)

Red
(R)

Features
Gas lift adjustment
Back rake adjustment
Back height adjustment
Weight capacity 115kg
Independent seat adjustment (Vantage 200 only)

V102-00-R

V201-00-K
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SANTANAVANTAGE
Santana offers strong and durable seating options that 

are both stylish and practical. The angled lines of  
these meeting room chairs create an unpretentious, 
contemporary look that blends well with just about 

any home office design. 

Please add frame finish and back colour
when ordering e.g.

 SUP100 with Chrome frame and grey back = SUP100-C-G

Code Description RRP
SMB100 No arms £198
SMB101 Fixed arms £230

Codez Description RRP
SUP100 No arms £188
SUP101 Fixed arms £219

Mesh back

Perforated back

Dimensions
 Overall height  790
Overall width 500    (With arms    580)
Overall depth  530    
Seat height 440
Seat width 460
Seat depth 430
Back height 380
Back width 430

Blue
(B)

Black
(K)

Grey
 (G)

White
(WH) 

Back
colours

Chrome 
(C)

Black 
(K)

Grey 
(G)

Frame
colours

SMB101-G-PAT40

SUP100-C-G-PAT06

Made-to-order
fabrics page 63
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CHORD
Enjoy the executive style of  the ultra-comfy Chord office 

chair which is the ideal accompaniment to any home office 
setting. The high back chair has a grey fabric seat and 

headrest, together with a breathable mesh back to keep 
you comfortable and cool and ready for the task at hand.

 Overall height  1090-1180
Overall width 610
Overall depth  640
Seat height 450-540
Seat width 495
Seat depth 490
Back height 740
Back width 470

Features
Gas lift adjustment
Standard tilt lock
Weight tension control
Fixed arms
Weight capacity 115kg

Mesh back

Code Description RRP
CHO300T1-G High mesh back £195

Grey
seat

Mesh
back
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Code Description RRP
TEM300T1-G Ribbed fabric back £195

Fabric back

TEMPO
Whatever brings you to your office desk, you’re going to need 
a chair to keep you comfy and ready for the working day. The 
Tempo operators chair in a modern grey fabric is both stylish 
and functional, with chrome fixed arms and a chrome 5 star 

base which makes the chair extremely mobile and ergonomic.

 Overall height  920-1120
Overall width 600
Overall depth 620
Seat height 470-570
Seat width 475
Seat depth 480
Back height 590
Back width 425

Features
Gas lift adjustment
Standard tilt lock
Weight tension control
Fixed arms
Weight capacity 115kg

Grey
 (G)
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RIFF
The simple, on-trend design of  the Riff home office chair 

stands out and invites you to take a seat. Fully upholstered in 
grey, it is crafted into a retro-looking design, with a chrome 
base on castors for easy mobility and gas lift mechanism to 
set the chair height to suit your home office workstation.

 Overall height  760-880
Overall width 590
Overall depth  585
Seat height 415-535
Seat width 410
Seat depth 390
Back height 445
Back width 415

Features
Gas lift adjustment
Weight capacity 110kg

Fabric back

Code Description RRP
RIF300T1-G Ribbed medium back £150

Grey
(G)
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Code Description RRP
BEA300T1-BR Ribbed brown leather £220

Faux leather

BEAT
The Beat medium back operators chair means business. Its 

faux leather in a sleek tan tone with quilted finish will look the 
part in any home office. The black arm rests give the user a 

supportive sit, and the gas lift and tilt mechanism allows you to 
set your preferred seating position for maximum productivity.

 Overall height  895-995
Overall width 620
Overall depth 630
Seat height 435-535
Seat width 445
Seat depth 440
Back height 550
Back width 430

Features
Gas lift adjustment
Standard tilt lock
Weight tension control
Fixed arms
Weight capacity 115kg

Brown
leather
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FABRICS
Camira Patina fabric is designing with nature to 
achieve beauty with performance. The white flecks scattered 
across the surface are created by the flax content, just as the 

flowers would appear in the fields from which it is grown. The 
palette takes its cues from nature and by allowing its natural 
beauty to shine through, we’ve ensured that Patina is truly at 

home in its new habitat.

(Other fabrics available on request)

Tested to meet the requirements of:
 The Furniture and Furnishings (Fire) (Safety) Regulations 1988

(Statutory Instrument 1988 No 1324 and subsequent amendments)
Schedule 4 Part I and Schedule 5 Part I

PAT12
Layered

PAT02
Aged

PAT40
Striated

PAT06
Salvaged

PAT21
Meander

PAT03
Seasoned
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FINISHES
MFC we only use FSC-certified wood manufacturing our 
products in-house in the UK, with total traceability for every 
order. Constructed from a chipboard core and finished with a 

decorative melamine covering, MFC is a versatile product ideal 
for use with home office furniture.

Professional desks & storage

Commercial desks & storage

O
Oak

B
Beech

W
Walnut

KO
Kendal Oak

OG
Onyx Grey

WH
White

WH
White

All fabrics and finishes are displayed / printed as accurately as  possible 
For a true representation please call for a sample

ADAPT, ELEV82 ,CANTILEVER, 
H-FRAME & CABLE MANAGED

Available in a choice of  Black*, Silver & White
*ELEV82 not available in Black

FRAME 
COLOUR
CHOICE

SET
FRAME 

COLOURS

MFC 
COLOURS

MFC 
COLOURS

TIKAL
Black

hairpin

SPARTA
Charcoal 
A-frame

CAIRO
Brass 

sleigh frame

GIZA
Wooden

leg

Black, Silver, White
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Dams Furniture Ltd,
Charley Wood Road,

Knowsley Industrial Park, 
Knowsley,

Merseyside,
L33 7SG

 Tel : 0151 548 7111 Fax:  0151 548 6369
 Email: sales@dams.com Web: www.dams.com


